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Abstract. The focus of this paper is the application and extension of
the knowledge discovery in databases process [5] developed in PYTHIA
recommender system, to analyze the behavior of a DOE ASCI applica-
tion/hardware pairs in the context of POEMS project[4]. The POEMS
project has built a library of models for modeling scalable architectures
like those in the ASCI program. Moreover, it supports detail simulation
of a variety of state-of-the-art processors and memory hierarchies and
incorporates parallel evaluation of discrete-event simulation. The driver
application used is SWEEP3D.
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1 Introduction

One of the basic research issues in designing recommendation services is under-
standing the fundamental processes by which knowledge about scientific prob-
lems and their solutions is created. Some of this knowledge will come directly
from experts - scientists and engineers - in the field. Other knowledge can be
mined from experimental data arising from simulations. Yet, further knowledge
will be learned from the experience gained by the recommendation service itself
as it extracts performance knowledge about software components when these are
running and applied to various problems.

The focus of this paper is the adoption of the knowledge discovery in databases
process [5]of the PYTHIA recommender system, to the knowledge acquisition
process for an ASCI application, in the context of the POEMS project [4].
PYTHIA [7, 10, 8], a “scientific recommender system” whose users are scien-
tists/engineers, is trying to locate software module(s) appropriate to their needs.
Given a scientific problem instance and performance criteria constraints on its so-
lution, PYTHIA recommends an algorithm, estimates its parameters, and iden-
tifies a location on the web where a software module implementing the algorithm
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can be obtained. The current implementations of PYTHIA address the domains
of numerical quadrature, elliptic partial differential equations (PDEs), domain
decomposition and linear algebra. PYTHIA’s basis for recommendations is a
rule-bank mined by spooling performance trace data for various algorithms on
benchmark scientific problems and correlating variations in performance to spe-
cific characteristics of the problem input. In addition, PYTHIA interfaces with
the GAMS software repository on the web, where implementations of the imple-
mented algorithm can be downloaded. In this paper, we specifically concentrate
on the data mining methodology utilized for the design of PYTHIA.

The POEMS project is building an initial library of models, at multiple levels
of granularity, for modeling scalable architectures like those envisaged under the
DOE ASCI program. The project supports evaluation of component behaviors
through application of discrete-event simulation at multiple levels of detail. PO-
EMS supports detailed simulation of a variety of state-of-the-art processors and
memory hierarchies and incorporates parallel evaluation of discrete-event simula-
tion. The project is also building a knowledge base from mining performance data
that can be used to predict the performance properties of hardware/software as a
function of their characteristics. POEMS development is being driven by model-
ing of the behavior of large-scale complex applications on parallel architectures.
The first driver application is the SWEEP3D program that is being used to
evaluate advanced parallel architectures at Los Alamos National Laboratories.

This paper gives a short introduction of the issues addressed in POEMS
project and presents the design and implementation of the POEMS knowledge
base (POEMSKB) in the context of SWEEP3D application and two computa-
tional environments associated with SP2 parallel machine and a cluster of Sun20
workstations. This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we describe the
performance methodology we followed in POEMS and the case study used. In
Section 3 we summarize the components of the POEMSKDD approach in terms
of the components of the PYTHIA system and in Section 4 we present the results
of the KDD process for POEMS. Conclusions are listed in Section 5.

2 POEMS Performance Methodology and Sweep3D Case
Study

The major elements of the conceptual framework of POEMS are a general model
of parallel computation and the use of associative objects as the representation
basis for components. The models developed in POEMS span three different
domains: application, operating system, and hardware. The application domain
represents parallel computation as a dynamic task graph where nodes represent
sequential computation units and edges represent dependencies. The operating
system domain provides the models for process and memory management, inter-
process communication, and parallel file systems. The hardware domain provides
models for the processor and memory components, where the latter includes
models from cache memory as well as shared memory hierarchies.
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As a proof of concept, the following performance analysis tools currently are
being integrated in POEMS: an automatic task graph generator [1], the LogGP
[9] and LoPC [6] analytic models, the MPI-SIM simulator [2], and the Sim-
pleScalar instruction level processor/memory architecture [3]. Each tool contains
capabilities for modeling the application domain, software domain, runtime sys-
tem domain, and hardware domain. Together these tools provide the capability
to analyze the performance of current and future applications and architectures,
for very large and complex configurations and with a fairly high degree of con-
fidence.

2.1 POEMS Driver Application: SWEEP3D

We consider the problem of predicting the performance of an ASCI kernel appli-
cation called SWEEP3D on large scale parallel architectures such as IBM SP/2
or the SGI Origin2000. The benchmark code SWEEP3D represents the heart of
a real ASCI application. It solves a 1-group time-independent discrete ordinates
(Sn) 3D Cartesian (XYZ) geometry neutron transport problem. The XYZ ge-
ometry is represented by an IJK logically rectangular grid of cells. The angular
dependence is handled by discrete angles with a spherical harmonics treatment
for the scattering source. The solution involves two steps: the streaming oper-
ator is solved by sweeps for each angle and the scattering operator is solved
iteratively.

This version of SWEEP3D is based on blocks of IJK and angles with a
stride-1 line-recursion in the I-direction as the innermost work unit. The stride-
1 I-line recursion is good for microprocessors and the blocked domains provide
parallelism opportunities.

2.2 POEMS Performance Database

The POEMS performance database is to provide for the storage, retrieval and
analysis of performance data, actual or estimated, for an application like SWEEP3D.
The data includes: (a) actual measurements of performance, (b) data derived
from actual measurements, e.g., a speedup curve that fits actual data, (c) simu-
lation data derived from the “execution” of a low level simulator of the hardware
and software environment, (d) specification data (for unavailable components
of hardware or software), and (e) data derived from an analytical model, e.g.,
LogGP.

Currently the performance database has been modeled based on the under-
lying schema of the PYTHIA design. Following we present an instance of the
PERFDATA table because of its major importance in the POEMS context. The
PERFDATA record is shown in Figure 1. Some comments are in order. The
record includes an id (name) and the system that is used for generating the
performance data (PELLPACK). The database that this record correspond to
is also listed (sweep3d), along with the name of the COMPOSITE record that
includes the experiment that generated the data. The perfind set attribute
states the name of the file to be used that contain information related with the
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name | sweep3d 50x50x50 experiment SP2-6

system | pellpack

comp_db | sweep3d

composite_id | sweep3d 50x50x50 experiment

perfind_set | sweep3d-std-par-grd

solverseq | 50x50x50 1x2 sweep3d mk=1, mmi=1

rundata | IBM SP2 with 18 compute nodes

featurenames | {"matrix symmetric","problem type"}

featurevals | {"no","FEM"}

nproc | 2

CSwitch | {8715, 8638}

SysCalls | {72886, 72790}

PgFlts | {2224, 2215}

PktsRd | {294, 247}

PktsSt | {186, 173}

mean_UserStat | {98.82, 98.98}

mean_KernelStat | {0.69, 0.53}

mean_WaitStat | {0.11, 0.06}

mean_IdleStat | {0.38, 0.43}

std_UserStat | {6.92, 6.87}

std_KernelStat | {2.61, 2.59}

std_WaitStat | {2.54, 1.45}

std_IdleStat | {5.21, 5.76}

SENDing | {1.1922, 0.748}

RECVing | {86.891, 5.4036}

BCASTing | {0.0008, 0.1129}

BARRIER | {0.0005, 0.0722}

ALLREDUCINGing | {0.0005, 0.0722}

perfproc2names | {"BytesTo","SendsTo","BytesFrom","RecvsFrom"}

perfproc2vals | {{{"5760000","14400","5760000","5760000"}},

| {{"5760000","14400","5760000","5760000"}}}

modnames | {"domain processor","decomposer","triple"}

timeslice | {"elapsed","communication"}

time | {{{"0","0"},{"0","0"},{"302.1300049","2.7499979"}},

| {{"0","0"},{"0","0"},{"301.7099915","2.7699978"}}}

total | {"302.1300049","301.7099915"}

Fig. 1.ÿPERFDATAÿrecordÿforÿaÿ2-processorÿconfigurationÿinÿSP2.

dataÿcollectionÿprocess.ÿTheÿparticularÿsequenceÿfromÿtheÿCOMPOSITEÿrecord
thatÿgeneratedÿtheÿdataÿ isÿalsoÿreferencedÿalongÿwithÿtheÿRUNDATAÿ record.
Inÿsomeÿcases,ÿthereÿareÿfeaturesÿthatÿareÿdependentÿneitherÿuponÿtheÿapplica-
tionÿnorÿuponÿtheÿunderlyingÿmachine.ÿTheseÿfeaturesÿareÿmostlyÿrelatedÿwith
theÿ specificÿ run,ÿ andÿ forÿ thisÿ reasonÿhaveÿ beenÿ includedÿ inÿ theÿPERFDATA
recordÿsuchÿasÿtheÿonesÿincludedÿasÿvaluesÿforÿtheÿattributesÿfeaturenamesÿand
featurevals.ÿAsÿweÿsaid,ÿthisÿrecordÿcorrespondÿtoÿaÿparallelÿrunÿofÿtheÿSP2
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system. For this reason, the number of processors of the parallel machine that
the data was collected from is also explicitly stated in the record. In addition to
the above information, there are four groups of metrics whose values are kept
in the PERFDATA record. The first group corresponds to information related
to the processes running in each processor and other system and user specific
information. The second group of measurements include information related to
the number of bytes communicated between every pair of processors. Actually,
the corresponding field is a three dimensional array that states the ids of the
processors communicated along with the number of bytes exchanged in one run
of the application. The third group of measurements include timing information
related to the various modules of the PELLPACK system. The last group in-
clude information related to the total timing of the application in per processor
basis. Although PELLPACK allows us to extract timing information for each
module, it does not provide us with the capability to take measurements related
to the performance behavior of the underlying system. For this reason, we have
incorporated into PYTHIA, various profilers that provide us with trace data
from different platforms.

3 Components of POEMSKDD

The implementation of the POEMSKDD follows closely the design of PYTHIA
system. The system consists of all the layers included in the architectural diagram
of PYTHIA system with the only difference that the statistical analysis module
performs a slightly different operation than simply ranking of system modules.

For the POEMSKDD we have made use of a well known clustering tool that
partitions the space of the performance data independently of its dimension. For
the interpretation of the actual meaning of the identified clusters, we use the
decision tree inducer from the pattern extraction module of PYTHIA. After the
classes have been described, the decision tree inducer runs once again in order
to build a classification model to be used for prediction purposes. At this time,
the inducer takes as an input the parameters of the machine/application pair
along with the label assigned to each pair by the clustering tool for building
a model that predicts the performance class of a certain combination of ap-
plication/machine parameters. Following, we give a detailed description of the
clustering phase for the SWEEP3D raw performance data.

3.1 Clustering of SWEEP3D Performance Data

The information we have collected for the SWEEP3D application, includes ap-
plication and machine feature data as well as performance data from running
the application in an SP/2 parallel machine. In particular we make use of the
grid size for the three dimensions, x, y and z, the parameter mk (K-planes for
blocking), and mmi (the angles for blocking), the number of processors used for
executing the application, as well as measurements for the elapsed and communi-
cation time. Thus, we have generated a feature vector for our study of size 8. We
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have only used this small number of variables for demonstration purposes and
also because this set adequately reflects the variation in the underlying domain
for observing the interesting relationships.

The first step in discovering knowledge from the collected data is to consider
what kind of task must be applied in this case study. The main problem is
that in such an environment where we are looking for patterns without having
any a-priori knowledge of the trends that exist in them, we need to start the
data analysis by identifying subsets of data with similar characteristics or else
clusters. This is what is usually called as clustering. Clustering, is a common
descriptive task where one seeks to identify a finite set of categories or clusters
to describe the data. For partitioning the performance data space into clusters
in this study we have made use of the AutoClass system, a well-known clustering
tool developed by NASA Ames Research Center.

The classes we are after in this knowledge extraction engagement are related
to the performance of the underlying parallel machine for the various application
parameters. For this reason, the cluster generation process is given as input
only the performance information that is kept in the feature vector mentioned
before. This information include the elapsed and communication time spent for
executing the application in the parallel machine. The model we have selected
for both variables is a Multi Normal model which implements a likelihood term
representing a set of real valued attributes, each with constant measurement
error and without missing values, which are conditionally independent of other
attributes given the class. This is an assumption that we make and is related to
the specific nature of the performance data we use. A pictorial representation of
classes in the 2D space of performance data is given in Figure 2. The clustering
tool identified 6 classes. The visualization tool has re-mapped the identified
classes like follows: 4 to 1, 0 to 2, 1 to 3, 2 to 4, 3 to 5, and 5 to 6.

The performance data along with the corresponding classes identified by Au-
toClass are provided to a classification tool for the description of the performance
classes. We have once again used the ID3 software and the decision tree produced
is presented in Figure 3.

3.2 Feature-Based Cluster Description

After the identification and description of performance classes, we need to as-
sociate them with application/machine features, in order to be able to decide
or predict the performance class of a certain pair of application and machine
configuration based on their static characteristics without having to run the ap-
plication. This is not only very efficient, but sometimes it is the only feasible way.
For example, in this manner we can investigate how the number of processors
relates to the performance of the system, and based upon the results, we might
decide to change the configuration of the system.

For this step, we use four features. The first feature is the problem size, which
is the product of the 3 grid sizes in the 3 dimensions, the second is the number
of processors (nproc) used for running the application, and the last two the mk
and mmi parameters that are related closely to the application. We consider two
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Fig. 2. Pictorial representation of the distribution of classes in the 2D space. The values
of the elapsed time are depicted in the x axis and the values of the communication

time are depicted in y axis.
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Fig. 3. Decision tree generated for the description of the performance classes identified
by AutoClass.

of these variables, the number of processors and the problem size as continuous
ones, while we consider the other two as categorical, because they only take
values from a very small set of integers. The result of this classification task by
using ID3 can be observed in Figure 4.
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Fig. 4. Decision tree for identifying the performance classes based on static application
and machine characteristics.

4 The Results of the KDD Process on SWEEP3D
Performance Data

The decision tree corresponding to the description of the performance classes
identified by AutoClass and shown in Figure 3 attains strong classification pat-
terns, in the sense that the condition vector (ordered set of values shown inside
a lead node) for the leaf nodes, contains cases/examples that belong to only one
class. For example, we can state that the class 2 is very efficient with respect to
both the communication and elapsed time.

The decision tree generated for predicting the performance classes based on
static application and machine characteristics shown in Figure 4 does not deliver
strong classification because more than one set of examples is covered by most
of the leaves in the induced tree. This is an indication that the decision tree
algorithm did not have enough features for explaining the data. This does not
create any problem though for deriving rules that the recommender system can
use for predicting the performance of a machine with some specific parameter
values.

– A general observation that can be made from the data is that even for the
minimum problem size of applications which were tried in these experiments,
and the maximum number of processors, the application does not exhibit
excessive communication volume, which means that the application scales
really well for the problems sizes and number of processors considered in
this case study.

– Another result which can be derived from the patterns in the decision tree
(Figure 4) is that there is an ordering of the parameters used for explaining
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the performance behavior. This ordering implies that the problem size has
the highest discriminating power for separating the data into performance
classes, the parameter mk has the second highest, the parameter mmi has
the third highest and the number of processors has the lowest discriminating
power.

– Classes 0 and 1 exhibit almost similar performance behavior with only dif-
ference that class 1 exhibits higher communication times than class 0. Both
classes exhibit medium to high communication times and small to large
elapsed times. This behavior can be attributed mainly to the large number
of processors.

– Class 2 exhibits small communication and elapsed time. The large majority
of the examples are characterized either by small problem size, and a large
number of processors or medium problem size, or by medium problem size,
mk = 1 and large number of processors.

– Class 3 exhibits medium to high communication time and a very high elapsed
time. Half of the examples belonging to this class are characterized by large
problem sizes. The other half is distributed equally between mk = 1 and
mk = 10. For those having mk = 10, the examples are furthermore equally
distributed among all the possible values of the parameter mmi. Notice that
for all the previous cases the examples are equally distributed as well between
the two categories for the number of processors.

– Class 4 exhibits very stable medium elapsed time but it spans a big range
of communication times from small to medium-high ones. The examples
falling under this class are characterized either by small problem size and
small number of processors, or medium problem size and large number of
processors.

– Class 5 exhibits high communication time. All the examples covered by class
5 are characterized by small problem size and large number of processors.
This fact completely explains the high communication volume.

5 Conclusions

In this paper we have extended the KDD methodology of the PYTHIA system
to address the selection of software/machine pairs and their parameters in the
context of an environment for designing high performance application/machine
pairs and predicting its performance. In this approach, the designer can utilize
different performance models at the application, architecture, and OS levels. The
goal of the KDD methodology in this paper is to identify various relationships of
the system parameters involved with the application parameters. For example,
the system can predict the optimum number of processors for a given machine
out of many application partitionings or the best partitioning of the application
with respect to various levels of grid sizes. PYTHIA has been extended to make
these predictions. The PYTHIA database schema is adequate for accommodating
the needs of various modeling requirements.
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